Sofias Story: The Shattered Seeds

Although born on different continents and at different times in the 20th Century, the two main
characters in SOFIA’S STORY, THE SHATTERED SEEDS have a commonality – both are
writers and both are immigrants to America. The novel opens in 2008. Thirty-something
Janene McDeenon, a writer/editor of a magazine in Atlanta, is traveling to Pittsburgh to
interview a famous writer, Sofia Blackburn-Anderson (pen named ‘Sophie Simon’) for an
article on Adoption in America that she is writing for a magazine. Sofia established the largest
chain of worldwide adoption centers for needy children, W.O.O.Q (World Organization of
Quilts) and Janene found her during her research on the internet. Orphaned in infancy in S.
Vietnam and adopted by a loving American couple in 1972, Janene is the mixed race daughter
of a Vietnamese woman and an African American soldier. She hopes the current assignment
will also help in her personal search to find her biological family, especially her Vietnamese
mother. Raised in Atlanta, she had little contact with others of her race. On the other hand,
Sofia was born in Berlin in 1919 and raised with the many traditions of her German family.
Once married to a Nazi Officer in an arranged marriage, she ran away from her evil husband in
1944, a flight that shattered her life, taking away everyone and everything she ever loved.
Consequently, she denounced all ties to her heritage, vowing never again to acknowledge that
she was a German. Strangers, Sofia sets the tone for Janene’s interview by reciting one story
after another about her life, including the fact that she believes that Janene is actually her long
lost granddaughter. Janene doesnt know what to believe, but as she listens to Sofia recite
stories as if she is reading them from a script, she forms a bond that transpires Time and the
distance of three continents. Sofia asks Janene to be her guest at her mansion and the meeting
becomes a weekend of marathon story telling in which Janene also shares hopes and
aspirations for the future, including finding her Vietnamese mother. Sofia promises to help
Janene in her search. In ill health and facing death, Sofia secretly hopes to find the proper
disposition for the one item in her vast estate she values most, her beloved Oma’s quilt. The
quilt is her only relic of her German heritage and, after many years of denying it, she wants to
put her affairs in order before she dies and embrace her German roots one last time. Please
visit the authors website for more information http://www.clugallagher.com
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